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Quadrant Analysis Research Update  

 

Two new AI products have been added to our Bloomberg EXCEL addin, SmartGDP to 
forecast year-over-year US GDP and SmartCPI, to do the same for US inflation.   Both 
products were trained on fundamental data from 1994 to present.  Note that they are both 
“autoregressive”, meaning that the prior measured GDP or CPI is one of the inputs.  Here 
are the inputs that were chosen (our NGO tool throws out redundant or useless inputs) by 
the neural network training tool for GDP YoY forecasting: 
 

 
 
The network was able to learn how to model GDP YoY in the past, and was given an in-
sample test set to validate its internal model.  The fit was quite good, but I will monitor 
its forward performance to make sure it isn’t “brain-damaged”: 
 

 
 
 
 



The year-over-year CPI forecast tool has these inputs: 
 

 
 
This training session also resulted in an excellent fit to the data, but again, models need 
supervision both during training and after being put into production. 
 

 
 
Using these two tools, it’s possible now to perform a quadrant analysis.  I found a great 
description of the “GI” quadrant analysis on Brazen Capital’s website  
https://www.brazencap.com/post/the-economic-growth-and-inflation-matrix  
 
 
The Economic Growth and Inflation Matrix (from brazen) 
Notwithstanding the complexity of an economic system and the phases of cycles, 
a simple yet powerful framework involving only the GDP and inflation indicators, 
emerged as a viable option to assess the stages of the economic cycle, also 
known as the “Economic Growth and Inflation Matrix” or simply, the GI matrix. 
 
 
Popularized by Ray Dalio from Bridgewater Capital, but first found in books 
written by Harry Browne and Jay Schabacker, or on research papers from 
Geoffrey Moore of the National Bureau of Economics Research and Sam Stovall 
from Standard and Poor’s, the basic idea is that as the stages of the business 
cycle phase evolves, different asset classes should do better and worse.  



Here is the best quadrant description I could find online (also from brazen).   

 
 
Note that the quadrant numbers in the graph above have been changed … in high school 
algebra, traditional X-Y graph quadrants are numbered like this: 
 

 
 
   
 
  



In our EXCEL templates you’ll find our quadrant analysis tab in the fundamental 
examples: 

 
 
In the next release we will add a graph of the past year’s quadrant data in a graph like 
this: 
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